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%y a general degree argument V. Strasscn has obtained sharp lower bounds for the number of 
multiplications/divisions necessary to compute ‘he elementary symmetric polynomials and for 
related problems. His proof employs method-, and results from algebraic geometry. #lere an 
elementaq proof is given. 
In 131, Strassen has shown that any straight-line cosmputation of th 
symmetric polynomials o&, . . ., x,) (the c&%cients of ll(b + xi) = 
quires at least log&2!) - n log2 n mx-iy multi lications or divisions. piis 
proof employs methc>ds and results from algebraic 
version of Be7ov+’ * cco 3 theorem. For many reasons it i 
elementary pro0 for this simple proposition, and in 
proof that requires only basic krtowledge of algebra. 
In our proof B!ezout’s theorem is replaced by a lemma on algebraic de 
of polynomials which when applied to comr,utations will yield o 
Section 3. From that we can obtain the particular bound log&z !) for the ele 
symmetric polynomials and we can also proceed to derive 
bound [3, Theo 
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B(fo,fl,. vfk) = 0. 
where the ~~fti-iRdi@es 0 = (va, . l ., ~9~) are subject to the constraints 
Then the substittition zi + fi (0 s i s k) yields 
where the sum ranges over all monomials of degre:e 
nal+m2+‘*‘+m& <d, (1.3) 
and the coefhcients Cm are homogeneous linear forms in the 6, ‘s. Thus (1.1) 
amounts to a system of linear equations Cm = 0 which certainly will have a 
non-trivial solution, if the number of unknowns exceeds the number of equations, 
i.e. if the number of non-negative integer solutions (v,,, . . ., vk) of (1.2) is gr-eater 
than :he number of monomials. According to (1.3), the latter is (“l”). Similarly, the 
number of solutions of ulnl + v2n2 + l . l + vknk s q, say S(q), is at least (‘;“)/N, 
ShX all SOhthS Of ul-k-•*f u& <q can be sbtaiiied as Ui = Vini -b fi (f G! Sk) 
Ry means of N = nl n2. - _ nk many residual systems (t,, . . ., r&j with 0 G r, < mi 
(1 SiSk). 
Therefore the number of solutions of (1.2), 
will exceed {“:“)I - Clk /k ! for sufficiently large values of d. El 
A stsunger version of Lemma I can be found in [2, p. 1261. 
a compulatkw2 CI’can 
Xion q1 =x1, tQ= x2, 
the computational stops like 
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for ra C rta G k. The kngt is defined as the numbe f multiplic;ations an 
divisions in 61: The corn C is said to compute 
{ 419 * ’ l 9 qk), and I,(G) = ) : C computes G} defines the 
. Lei C be a computation of len = I, (C) that covssputes ( 
. . ., x,,). Then, for any polynomial jO [Xl,. . ., x, j, there exists 4 
2,) # 0 of degree G N = 2’ in z. such that 
BIfo, g1, l . .9 gvI) = 0. 
d. Let C be formalize here are indices rI,. . ., r, s k 
such that gi = qri. We introduce additional indeterminates x,,+], . . ., x0; and put 
f i “X ,, for 1 G i S n. (2*2) 





vvith (Z.:), is d.efined by 
‘X m -(Xi”Xj) for”E{+, -,*}, 
= X&j - Xi, if qm = q& 
f i =x m - am-%, or fm = fcm - Gym. 
(23 
All these polynomials have degree 1 or 2, and precisely I of them have degree 2. 
Thus, by virtue of Lemma 1, there is a polynomia ,?$Y~, . . ., zk) # 0 of degree 
S N = 2’ in z() wlrh R&o,f*, . . .,fk) = 0. 
In xder to tranrform this identity into an aigebraic relation between f. and the 
E’S of Theorem 2 we consider the homomorphisms 
(x1,. . .,x~)[x~+~, . . .,xk] (n S m s k), 
where H, is tiniquely determined by 
qi for i S m, 
HmXi = 
Xi for i > m. 
(St? (2.2)) it will be 211 
s k, thz propositio 
&Op. * ., Z” ; Zm+l,. . ., zjo 
. 
) = 9. l .? 9 -t;, ” . ., 0 
i. 
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hypothesis P, -1. Let z: be the maximal power of z,,, that divides B,+ Then 
&I-* = &-Jz i will also sufice P m-l since I%,-&,,# 0 (observe that Hm-lfm is 
always of degree 1 in z,; in case of a division (2.3) shows Hm_$‘,‘, = xm l ql - qi, 
where qj # 0). Moreover, the polynomial S, defined by specializing z, --) 0 in &, __?; 
B,(zo, . . ., 2” ; &+I,. . ., a) = &?&*, . . ., zn ; 0, z?n+l,. . ., Zk) 
is different from zero. Transition from H,H to Hm means to apply the 
homomorphism 
induced by the substitution X~ -*qm. Because of H,&, = 0 it transforms 
&l-*(J&l-If& l l 0) Hm-lftJ = 0 into 
B,,,(H.,,f~,...,H,f, ;Hmfm+1,=**,Hrnf~)=Om IJ 
3. Lower bounds 
Now we are prepared to prove our main theorems. They are based u(on the 
consideration of rational mappings Kc --) Ki induced by quolynomials gl, . . ., g, E 
&(Jh, . l l ) x,), where & is an infinite field. Such mappings are defined almost 
everywhere, i.e. with exception of the zeros of a certain polynomial 
E(X l‘, . . ., xn) # 0. At first th’e deal with the special case s = n. 
Theorem 3.1. If KO is an ilzfinite field, G = {gI, . . ., g,,} g Ko(xt, l . l , x,), and d E N 
is such that, for almost a2 6 = (& II l ., &,) E Ko”, the system of equations 
has at least ,d diffkirent s&tions 5 = (61, l . ., &). then 
L (G) 12 !/og;! d.
f. Let C be ;an optima1 computation for G of length I == L(G). We introduce 
extra indeterminates ul,. . ., u, and consider C as a computation over thfe extended 
n). Application of Theorem 2 to C and f. = ulxI -k l . . + u,,xn 
yields a po~ynorni~~ 
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Let _“_(z~,. . *, 2”) # 0 be a polynomial with the property I?(&, . l ., 6”) = 0, if (3.1) has 
less than d solutions. Then we can choose (&, . . ., &)E Ko” such that 
A&, 0. l ) Sn)# 0 and E(&, . . l , &J # 0 (see e.g. [1, p. 121, Car. 21). 
By inserting a’ different solutions 5’“) = (60,. . ., [fi’) for this right-hand side of 
(3.1) into (3.5 we obtain d different zeros 
of the non-vanishing polynomial 
h(Y)=g 4L**,S?t)Yi, 
j=O 
Now the lower bound logz(n!) for the complexity of the elementary symmetric 
polynomials can be derived by a simple application of Theorem 3.1. We have only 
to observe that 
is equivalenj to the polynomial identity 
n (t + 8) = c &P-j = p(t) (&) = 1). 
i i 
Without restrictiou we may assume the field &I,, to be aIgebaaically closed. Then, 
with exception of he zeros of I?(&, . . _, &) = disctiminant of p(t), there are always 
exactly d = n I different solutions of (3.3). 
SO far we have considered only the case s = n. Our general result is contained in 
Theorem 3.2. Let K be an infinite field, G = {g,, . . ., gS} C K(xl, - g l, xn), and let 
Ql ,...,cp,,bek?arformsinn+ s indeterminates such that the system of equations 
Qi(6Is l l l T Sny Sl(P), l 9 ly gs(t)) = {I (IsjSn) (3 4) . 
iferent sotutions e
L(G)alogzd. 
The proof is by reduction to 
Xn)='qj(Xl,.. 
EK”foralmostaEb (&,...,&)E n- Then we have 
Theorem 3.1. For that we define 
X 09’ n, gl(Xl, s . a 3 Xn ), * - l 9 & (Xl, l l -9 Xn )) (I! sj s n) 
&}. Since linear operations are free, we 
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bound from Theorem 3.2 we use the fast that almost all s-dimensional afine 
subspaces of K”+’ intersect with r in exactly S many points. ence there must be 
919 . . ., cpn fuWing the Pecluirements of Theore:m 3.2 with d = 8. 
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